Integral to ASU’s focus on integrity is athletics compliance—following the rules of the NCAA and Pac-12 Conference.

- CARAs and RARAs
- Benefits
- Seasons of Competition
- Outside Competition
- Recruiting
- Academics
CARAs and RARAs
PAC-12 AND SDA MANDATES

• Pac-12 mandate:
  – No team athletically-related activities, and
  – Individual/voluntary workouts are up to each institution in line with CDC requirements.

• SDA mandate
/// BENEFITS
FLEXIBILITY

• The NCAA and Pac-12 have stated there is flexibility in providing benefits to our student-athletes relating to the current situation.

• Senior administration will make decisions on questions relating to permissible expenses.
BENEFITS

• Meals
• Medical care
• Transportation
• Housing
• Technological/academic support (e.g., laptops, software)
SEASONS OF COMPETITION
POTENTIAL BENEFICIARIES

• Spring sports:
  – NCAA Council committee statement
  – Unknown whether this is for just seniors or all student-athletes
  – Unknown scholarship implications

• Winter sports:
  – Unknown whether this if for winter sport student-athletes
  – Unknown scholarship implications
/// OUTSIDE COMPETITION
DEAD PERIOD

• On- or off-campus recruiting through at least April 15 is not permissible.

• Telephone calls and electronic correspondence are still permissible.

• There is a moratorium on signing prospects.
  – NCAA: No NLIs through at least April 15
  – Pac-12: No scholarship agreements through at least April 15

SUN DEVIL COMPLIANCE /// COACHES' RULES EDUCATION – MARCH 2020
POTENTIAL ISSUES

• International student-athletes
• Domestic student-athletes
ACADEMICS
ONLINE CLASSES

• OSAD is following ASU campus lead relating to online classes and tutoring.

• Student-athletes must follow all ASU policies:
  – Missed class
  – Academic integrity

• Academic support must come from OSAD.
/// ASK FIRST!